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R 0.Box 220
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225 381 4374
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En'

Randall K. Edington
Vice President, Operations

December 16, 1999
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555
Subject:

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458
License No. NPF-47
License Amendment Request (LAR) 99-31, "Heavy Load Exception to Allow
Movement of Spent Fuel Pool Gates to Replace Gate Seal"

File Nos.: G9.5, G9.42
RBEXEC-99-040
RBF1-99-0332
RBG-45204
Ladies and Gentlemen:
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.59(c) and 1OCFR50.90, Entergy Operations, Inc. (EOI) hereby
applies for amendment of Facility Operating License No. NPF-47, for River Bend Station
(RBS). This request involves an unreviewed safety question (USQ) concerning the movement of
spent fuel pool gates to replace gate seals, which constitutes a "heavy load" movement over
irradiated spent fuel.
The proposed change was reviewed against the criteria of 10 CFR 50.92, and was determined to
not involve a significant hazards consideration. Enclosures 2 and 3 provide a description of the
proposed changes and the associated justification (including the determination of no significant
hazards consideration). Attachment 1 contains marked-up pages reflecting the amendment being
requested. Enclosure 1 is an affidavit supporting the facts set forth in this letter and the
attachments. This request has been reviewed and approved by the RBS Facility Review
Committee and the Safety Review Committee.
In accordance with 10 CFR 50.91, EOI requests this submittal be considered exigent for
reasons discussed in Enclosure 2. The NRC approval is requested by January 10, 2000, to
support activities that relate directly to critical path outage time in preparation for Refueling
Outage-9, scheduled to begin March 4, 2000. Note that working Maintenance crews on
extended shifts once NRC approval is obtained could allow one additional week of NRC review
time, such that NRC approval by January 17, 2000, would support the current refueling outage
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schedule. Approval prior to the outage is necessary to maintain equipment to support fuel
movement for refueling beginning early in the refueling outage. If the NRC makes a
determination that exigent circumstances do not exist, NRC approval as soon as possible is
requested, allowing for the 30-day public notice period. While our schedules to support the
requested approval date are based on either a normal work schedule, or an expedited schedule
of 12-hours per day, six days per week, we are planning contingencies in the event that NRC
approval is not received by the requested date. Contingencies include performing the necessary
work on a 24-hour schedule. While possible, this schedule presents additional coordination
challenges with new fuel movement activities that will be ongoing in the fuel building. Delays
in outage preparations and delays in the outage directly relate to resumption of operation of the
unit (i.e., startup from the refueling outage) and the corresponding loss of power output for the
time period of the delays.
EOI has reviewed this request against the criteria of 10 CFR 50.22 for environmental
considerations. The proposed change does not involve a significant hazards consideration.
Also, the type and amount of effluent released from RBS is not changed. Further, the amount
of individual or cumulative occupational dose does not increase as a result of this change.
Therefore, based on the foregoing, EOI concludes that the proposed change meets the criteria
given in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(9) for a categorical exclusion from the requirement for an
Environmental Impact Statement. Commitments contained in this letter are listed in
Attachment 2. If you have any questions regarding this request or require additional
information, please contact Mr. Joseph W. Leavines at (225) 381-4642.
Sincerely,

RKE/RJK/JWL
Enclosures (3)
Attachments (2)
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cc: (w/encl. and att.)
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region IV
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011
NRC Senior Resident Inspector
P. 0. Box 1050
St. Francisville, LA 70775
Mr. Robert J. Fretz
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
M/S OWFN 04D03
Washington, DC 20555
Mr. Prosanta Chowdhury
Program Manager - Surveillance Division

Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Office of Radiological Emergency Plan and Response
P. 0. Box 82215
Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2215

ENCLOSURE 1
BEFORE THE
UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

LICENSE NO. NPF-47

DOCKET NO. 50-458

IN THE MATTER OF
ENTERGY GULF STATES, INC.
AND
ENTERGY OPERATIONS, INC.

AFFIRMATION

I, Randall K. Edington, state that I am Vice President - Operations of Entergy Operations, Inc. at
River Bend Station; that on behalf of Entergy Operations, Inc., I am authorized by Entergy
Operations, Inc., to sign and file with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, this River Bend
Station License Amendment Request (LAR) 99-31, "Heavy Load Exception to Allow Movement
of Spent Fuel Pool Gates to Replace Gate Seal," that I signed this letter as Vice President
Operations at River Bend Station of Entergy Operations, Inc.; and that the statements made and
the matters set forth therein are true and correct to the best of my knowledge, information, and
belief.
z9

Randall K. Eding6n
STATE OF LOUISIANA
PARISH OF WEST FELICIANA
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me, a Notary Public, commissioned in the Parish
above named, this
d of D,
day
1999.
'-

(SEAL)
Claudia F. Hurst
Notary Public

ENCLOSURE 2
ENTERGY OPERATIONS INCORPORATED
RIVER BEND STATION
DOCKET 50-458/LICENSE NO. NPF-47
Heavy Load Exception to Allow Movement of Spent Fuel Pool Gates
to Replace Gate Seal
(License Amendment Request 1999-31)

DOCUMENT INVOLVED: River Bend Station Technical Requirements Manual (TRM) and
Updated Safety Analysis Report (USAR) as required by 10CFR50.59
"* TRM Section TR 3.9.14, "Crane Travel - Spent and New Fuel Storage, Transfer, and Upper
Containment Fuel Pools"
"* USAR Section 9.1.2.2.2, "Fuel Building Fuel Storage"
"* USAR Section 9.1.2.3.3, "Protection Features of Spent Fuel Storage Facilities"
Reason for Request
The River Bend Station (RBS) fuel building fuel storage facilities consist of three separate but
interconnected stainless steel-lined concrete pools. The spent fuel storage pool is the largest of
these pools. Adjacent to the spent fuel storage pool are the cask pool and the lower inclined
fuel transfer system pool (see USAR Figure 1.2-20 for plan elevation 113'). Each of these two
pools is separated from the fuel storage pool by a full-height wall broken by a watertight gate.
The watertight gates are normally open. These gates are closed to seal their respective pools
during cask handling and equipment maintenance operations. The gates are designed as
Seismic Category I structures to withstand all loads and loading combinations, as defined in
Section 3.8 of the RBS USAR. The gates are equipped with inflatable pneumatic seals to
provide the necessary watertight barrier.
The RBS inclined fuel transfer system (IFTS) is used to transfer fuel, control rods, defective
fuel storage containers, and other small items between the containment and the fuel building
pools by means of a carriage traveling in a transfer tube. Reliability of the IFTS is critical for
conducting fuel movement during refueling outages. Problems with this equipment can directly
impact critical path activities in a refueling outage schedule.
On November 11, 1999, the lower IFTS pool, located adjacent to and connected to the spent
fuel pool, was drained for maintenance of the IFTS bottom valve (a gate valve that closes off
the bottom end of the transfer tube) in preparation for Refueling Outage (RF) 9, scheduled to
begin on March 4, 2000. The gate between the IFTS lower pool and the spent fuel storage pool
was used to provide a watertight barrier. On November 24, 1999, a failure of the gate seal
occurred. Inspection revealed that the inflatable seal had a rupture about 3 inches in length, by
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about 3/4 inches in width, located about ten inches from the top of the hinged side of the gate.
The gate is made of stainless steel and is approximately 25 feet in length by 4.5 feet in width,
and is about 4 inches thick. The gate is equipped with two lifting lugs to facilitate removal for
necessary repairs. The total weight of the gate is about 1600 pounds, which exceeds the criteria
for movement of loads over irradiated fuel stored in the spent fuel pool. Therefore, before
actions to replace the ruptured seal can proceed, NRC approval of the movement of the gate,
which would be over spent fuel for approximately 7 feet of travel, is necessary.
Because of the gate seal rupture, we evaluated several options for repair or replacement of the
seal, including repair or replacement with the gate installed. We determined that the level of
difficulty and the working environment that would exist for a diver in the spent fuel pool
prohibit replacement of the seal underwater. In-place repair of the seal with a sealant material
was deemed to be impractical. Accordingly, we have determined that the most appropriate
action is to remove the gate, place it in an accessible area, replace the inflatable seal, and
reinstall the gate.
Use of the gate as a watertight barrier to allow draining of the IFTS lower pool is necessary to
make repairs to the IFTS controls and the bottom valve to ensure reliable operation during RF
9. The components are inaccessible (except by divers) with the lower IFTS pool full of water.
Without these repairs, fuel movement during refueling operations would be performed in less
than optimal conditions, with operator work-arounds that rely on several backup systems,
including visual observations with an underwater camera versus a limit or proximity switch.
These conditions could contribute to potential human errors in fuel handling or transport.
Delays in the readiness of the IFTS during the refueling outage are critical path and can delay
the outage. It is prudent to perform IFTS maintenance prior to a refueling outage to the extent
practical. It is also prudent, and a matter of nuclear safety, to make the repairs and reduce the
likelihood of fuel handling operator errors due to existing problems with the fuel handling
equipment.
Unless a diver is used, the gate must provide a watertight seal to allow access for maintenance
on IFTS, whether at power operations or during plant shutdown conditions. Therefore,
movement of the gate to replace the inflatable seal will be necessary to ensure the reliability of
IFTS and safety maintain systems functionability. Because the gate weighs over 1200 pounds,
which is the current RBS licensing basis limit for loads over spent fuel in the storage pool, the
move creates an unreviewed safety question. Therefore, NRC approval of the proposed
licensing basis changes is required.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGE
The proposed change would add an exception to the Technical Requirements Manual, Section
TR 3.9.14, current prohibition for travel of loads in excess of 1200 pounds over fuel assemblies
in the spent fuel storage pool. The exception would allow movement of the gates, provided RBS
complies with the defense-in-depth recommendations, or take alternative measures to
compensate for deficiencies the defense-in-depth approach, given in NUREG-0612, "Control of
Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants." Corresponding sections of the RBS USAR would be
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revised to be consistent with the exception and to state that the provisions of NUREG-0612 will
be met.
The load of the gate (approximately 1600 pounds) and the rigging (approximately 400 pounds)
exceeds the load analyzed over spent fuel. In accordance with the guidance in NRC Bulletin 96
02, "Movement of Heavy Loads Over Spent Fuel, Over Fuel in the Reactor Core, or Over Safety
Related Equipment," issued April 11, 1996, and 10 CFR 50.59, these changes are deemed to
involve an unreviewed safety question. Therefore, EOI is submitting this request in accordance
with 1OCFR50.59(c) and 10CFR50.90.

RBS Current Licensing Basis
Loads in excess of 1200 pounds (i.e., heavy loads) are precluded by load restrictions in TRM TR
3.9.14 from traveling over spent fuel assemblies in the fuel building spent fuel or upper
containment fuel storage pool racks. Established administrative controls impose height/weight
limits on loads weighing less than 1200 pounds. These limits assure that, in the unlikely event of
a drop of less than 1200 pounds over irradiated fuel, offsite radiological consequences will not
exceed SRP 15.7.4 guidelines.
USAR Section 9.1.2.2, "Fuel Building Storage," discusses that the 15-ton fuel storage bridge
crane was used for the high-density spent fuel rack installation. Subsequent to the installation of
these racks, the crane is used only to move light loads over stored spent fuel. Administrative
controls exist to prevent transport of heavy loads over stored spent fuel.
USAR Section 9.1.2.3.2.2, "Fuel Building Fuel Storage," discusses that the storage rack structure
can withstand the impact resulting from a falling object possessing 3800 foot-pounds kinetic
energy, which is the maximum credible fuel assembly drop accident energy. The structural
design of the racks is such that under this impact force, no lateral displacement of fuel occurs;
therefore, subcritical spacing is maintained.
USAR Section 9.1.4.3, "Safety Evaluation, Fuel Handling System," states that, for the fuel
building, the kinetic energy of any dropped object does not exceed that of a channeled fuel
assembly, referring to Section 15.7.4, with the exception of new fuel when being transported by
the fuel building bridge crane.
During the original plant operating licensing process for RBS, the NRC reviewed the RBS
program for control of heavy loads. In NUREG-0989, NRC Safety Evaluation Report for RBS,
Supplement 2, the NRC Staff concluded that RBS implementation of the guidelines for Phase I
of NUREG-0612 was acceptable and no further action for Phase II was required. Our
commitment to the guidelines in NUREG-0612 was reiterated in response to NRC Bulletin 96
02, "Movement of Heavy Loads Over Spent Fuel, Fuel in the Reactor Core, or Over Safety
Related Equipment." See letter RBF 1-96-0183, dated May 17, 1996.
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Details of Proposed Changes to RBS Current Licensing Basis
The proposed changes add an exception to the movement of loads over the spent fuel pool. The
exception is necessary to allow for movement of the spent fuel pool gates, which weigh greater
than the currently analyzed load over the spent fuel pool, for gate repair or seal replacement.
Specific changes are as follows:
(1)

TR 3.9.14, "Crane Travel, Spent and New Fuel Storage, Transfer, and Upper
Containment Fuel Pools," will be changed as follows:
TLCO 3.9.14: Loads in excess of 1200 pounds shall be prohibited from travel over fuel
assemblies in the spent or new fuel storage, transfer or upper containment fuel pool racks,
except for travel of fuel pool gates for repair or seal replacement, and all loads shall be
prohibited from travel over irradiated fuel when water level is < 23' over the irradiated
fuel.
TSR 3.9.14.1: The fuel building crane loads shall be verified to weigh less than or equal
to 1200 pounds, except for travel of fuel pool gates for repair or seal replacement.

(2)

USAR Section 9.1.2.2.2, "Fuel Building Fuel Storage," will be changed to state, in
part, the following:
The 15-ton fuel building bridge crane is used for the rack installation. Subsequent to the
installation of the racks, the crane will be utilized for transporting only light loads over
stored spent fuel, except for the transportation of fuel pool gates. Administrative controls
exist to prevent the transport of heavy loads other than fuel pool gates over spent fuel.

(3)

USAR Section 9.1.2.3.3, "Protection Features of Spent Fuel Storage Facilities," will be
changed to state, in part, the following:
The layout of the fuel handling areas around the fuel pool in the fuel building (Fig. 1.2-20
and 1.2-22) is designed such that the traversing of any heavy objects over stored spent
fuel is precluded. The only heavy objects that will traverse in the vicinity of stored spent
fuel are fuel pool gates when required for repair or seal replacement. The load handling
of the pool gates will be performed in accordance with the intent of NUREG-0612
guidelines for reducing potential for an accidental load drop. Loads associated with
movement of fuel pool gates are approximately 2000 pounds, which account for the
weight of a gate plus rigging materials. The spent fuel cask pool and the spent fuel cask
trolley are physically outside the boundaries of the fuel pool, with the only
interconnection being a fuel transfer slot which is sealed by a watertight gate. Therefore,
the spent fuel cask handling crane, which passes over the cask storage area, cannot in any
way be traversed over any portion of the fuel pool.
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Justification for Proposed Changes
The NRC issued guidance for controlling heavy loads in NUREG-0612. The guidance in
NUREG-0612 will be met in all respects, except that in lieu of a single failure-proof crane, the
scheme will employ redundant and diverse means to meet the intent of single-failure proof
movements.
The proposed changes will allow movement of a heavy load over spent fuel using the guidelines
of NUREG-0612. Two proposed schemes are presented for NRC approval. One involves the
use of two cranes to provide redundancy for the load, while the other involves use of structural
steel in the fuel building structure. These two load path schemes are described below. Plan
drawing ES-62E-6 is attached, marked with the proposed pathway for the movement.
Scheme I (Using two cranes)
Description:
1. Each of the two spent fuel pool gates (FNS-GATE1 - IFTS Pool, FNS-GATE2 - cask pool,
weighing 1600 pounds each, excluding the weight of associated rigging equipment) will be
lifted using two cranes: the Fuel Building Bridge Crane (rated capacity 15 tons), and the
Spent Fuel Cask Crane (rated capacity: auxiliary hook 15 tons, main hook 125 tons). Neither
of the two cranes can be brought directly over the spent fuel gates. Based on a dry run of the
cranes, the closest the Bridge Crane hook can be brought to the spent fuel gates is
approximately 3'-2"and the closest the auxiliary hook of the spent fuel cask crane can be
brought to the spent fuel gate is approximately 6'-0". Therefore, the horizontal distance
between the two hooks will be approximately 9'-2".
2. Pool gate FNS-GATE I will be rigged first. Initially, the gate will be lifted by connecting the
top of the sling from the gate to slings from hooks of both the cranes (Bridge Crane and
auxiliary hook of the cask crane) so that the gate remains in approximately the same location
horizontally relative to the spent fuel pool east wall. The gate load will be distributed to both
hooks. (Note that the initial lifting force required is approximately 3700 pounds to overcome
the friction of the hinges; however, once the gate is lifted from the hinges, the load is the
weight of the gate and the rigging.) In this lifted position, the gate will be approximately 12"
to 24" above its installed position and 4'-8 V2" to 5'-8 ½/2" above the top of the spent fuel
racks, which are at Elevation 84'-7 V2". Reference USAR Figure 9.1-7 for a view of the
configuration.
3. The gate will then be moved in north direction (approximately 7') parallel to the east wall of
the spent fuel pool by moving both the cranes until it reaches the opening for gate FNS
GATE2.
4. The gate will be rotated enough to be able to move through the cask pool gate opening. The
gate will then be moved under the auxiliary hook of the cask crane by gradually slacking the
Bridge Crane hook and at the same time raising the auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane. At this
position the full load of the gate will be carried by the auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane.
5. The auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane will then be moved to the center of the cask pool.
6. The auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane will then be moved to the laydown area of the gate,
raising the gate to clear the 113' floor by 6" to 12".
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7. Pool gate FNS-GATE2 will be rigged in a similar manner.
8. The reinstallation of these gates will follow the above sequence in reverse order.
Justification:
The proposed load lift of the fuel pool gate for replacement of the seal conforms to all of the
NUREG-0612 guidelines except for the use of a non-single-failure-proof crane over the spent
fuel pool. The defense-in-depth approach of NUREG-0612, Section 5.1, includes:
(1) sufficient operator training and equipment inspection to assure reliable operation of handling
system,
(2) safe travel paths through procedures and operator training to avoid heavy loads being carried
over or near irradiated fuel or safe shutdown equipment to the extent possible, and
(3) mechanical stops or electrical interlocks to prevent movement of heavy loads over irradiated
fuel or in proximity to equipment associated redundant shutdown paths.
Section 5.1 also allows certain alternative measures to compensate for deficiencies in (2) and (3)
above. These alternative measures can include increasing crane reliability by providing dual load
paths for certain components and increased safety factors.
The proposed load lift of the fuel pool gates meets the intent of the above approach and also
meets the intent of NUREG-0612, Section 5.1.6, "Single-Failure Proof Handling System,"
based on the following considerations:
The fuel building bridge crane has a rated capacity of 15 tons and the auxiliary hook of the cask
crane also has a rated capacity of 15 tons. The main hook of the cask crane is rated for 125 tons.
Both of these cranes meet NUREG-0612 criteria from Section 5.1.1 for cranes. Both of these
cranes are qualified for applicable seismic loading. Though neither of these cranes is single
failure -proof, the load lift meets the intent of the Section 5.1.5 (1)(a) specifying use of single
failure proof crane. This is achieved by providing crane redundancy and diversity by lifting the
gate using two cranes, namely, the Spent Fuel Bridge Crane and the Cask Handling Crane. If
either hook releases the load, the fuel pool gate will lower, but will not impact the fuel pool racks
as the bottom of the gate will still remain well above the top of the fuel racks.
The crane redundancy will not apply to the cask crane when the load is fully transferred to this
crane, once the gate has been moved into the cask pool. However, an accidental drop of the gate
from the cask crane in the cask pool would be enveloped by the load drop analysis already
performed for the cask drop. Reference the RBS USAR, Section 9.1.4.3, for a summary of the
cask drop analysis.
Since the rated capacity of each of the two cranes is 15 tons (except for the main hook of the cask
crane which is 125 tons), and the total weight of the lifted load including dynamic effects is
approximately 2000 pounds. Therefore, there is ample safety margin for this load.
All slings and associated rigging equipment will meet the requirements ofNUREG-0612,
Section 5.1.1 (5) and 5.1.6 (1)(b)(ii), for the single-failure-proof handling systems. Interfacing
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lift points will have a minimum factor of safety of five (5) with respect to ultimate strength for
dual or redundant lift points and a minimum factor of safety of ten (10) for non-dual or non
redundant lift points.
All USAR Sections affected by this rigging activity will be revised by a Licensing Change
Notice following NRC approval of License Amendment Request 1999-031.
All rigging work will be done in accordance with RBS procedures. All affected RBS procedures
will be revised to include the proposed load lift of the spent fuel pool gates. The load path for
movement of the load will be included in the appropriate procedure; crane operator training will
be conducted prior to performing the move; and equipment will be inspected and checked prior
to the movement. The proposed load path is shown on attached drawing ES-62E-6.
Scheme (2), Combination of structuralsteel lugs and using the cask crane
Description:
Spent fuel pool gates FNS-GATE1 (and FNS-GATE2 when required) will be lifted using a
combination of chain hoists supported by lifting lugs attached to an overhead structural steel
girder and the auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane. A temporary scaffold will be erected under
the girder to attach the lugs to the girder and to attach/remove the lifting chains. The design of
the lifting lugs and associated lifting devices (chains, slings, shackles, hoists, etc.) will conform
to the guidelines of NUREG-0612 Section 5.1.6, Single-Failure Proof Handling System. The
Auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane has a rated capacity of 15 tons. The sequence of the lift will
be as follows:
1. Permanent steel lugs will be attached to overhead structural steel girder (supporting Floor at
EL. 148') over the centerlines of each of the wall openings for gates FNS-GATE1 and
FNS-GATE2. The lugs will conform to Seismic Category 1 requirements. The design will
provide a minimum factor of safety of 10 at ultimate strength.
2. The Auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane will be moved to its maximum westward position
and then moved (approximately 7') in a north direction until it is at the center line of the
cask pool wall opening for FNS-GATE2. In this position, the auxiliary hook of the cask
crane over the cask pool will be approximately 6'-6" east of the pool gates.
3. Using the overhead lug described in Item 1 to attach a hoist, the FNS-GATE1 will be lifted
sufficient to clear the gate hinges. A maximum lifting load of 3700 pounds will be allowed
to account for the frictional forces to initially pull the gate off its hinges. In this lifted
position, the gate will be approximately 12" to 24" above its installed position and 4'-8 V2"
to 5'-8 /2" above the top of the spent fuel racks which is at Elevation 84'-7 '/".
4. With the help of another hoist attached to the lug over the opening for FNS-GATE2 and
attaching the hoist hook to the shackle at the top of the gate, the gate will be moved
northward until it is at the opening for FNS-GATE2.
5. The gate will be rotated enough to be able to move eastward through the cask pool gate
opening. By attaching the auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane to the shackle at the top of the
gate, gate will be moved eastward under the auxiliary hook of the cask crane.
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6. The auxiliary hook of the Cask Crane will then be moved to the laydown area of the gate,
raising the gate to clear the 113' floor by 6" to 12".
7. Pool gate FNS-GATE2, when required, will be rigged in a similar manner. The reinstallation
of these gates will follow the above sequence in reverse order.
Justification:
The proposed load lift of the fuel pool gate for replacement of the seal conforms to the
NUREG-0612 guidelines in Section 5.1.5(1)(a) and 5.1.6. The design of the lifting lugs and
associated lifting devices (chains, slings, shackles, hoists, etc.) will conform to the guidelines of
NUREG-0612 Section 5.1.6, "Single-Failure Proof Handling System." The auxiliary hook of
the cask crane has a rated capacity of 15 tons. The cask crane is not a single-failure proof
crane. However, it meets NUREG-0612 criteria of Section 5.1.1(6) and is designed for seismic
loading. The cask pool area has been evaluated for an accidental drop of the spent fuel cask.
There is no safety related equipment inside the cask pool. An accidental drop of the gate inside
the cask pool, even when it is next to the opening for FNS-GATE2, will not impact the spent
fuel racks since the bottom of the opening is at Elevation 88'-7 ½/' and the bottom of the cask
handling pool floor slab is at Elevation 70'-0'. The top of the spent fuel pool racks is at
Elevation 84'-7 ½/2".
All USAR Sections affected by this rigging activity will be revised by a Licensing Change
Notice following NRC approval of the proposed License Amendment Request 1999-031. All
rigging work will be done in accordance with RBS procedures. All affected RBS procedures will
be revised to include the proposed load lift of the spent fuel pool gates. The load path for
movement of the load will be included in the appropriate procedure. Equipment will be
inspected and checked prior to performing the movement.

Reasons for Consideration of Exigent Circumstances
In 10 CFR 50.91, "Notice for Public Comment; State Consultation," the requirements for notice
to the public are specified. Where the Commission finds that exigent circumstances exist, in that
a licensee and the Commission must act quickly and that time does not permit the Commission to
publish a Federal Register notice allowing 30 days for prior public comment, the Commission
may, under these circumstances and with a finding of no significant hazards considerations, use
other means of notice to the public. We believe that exigent circumstances exist in the present
situation. Under the normal procedure allowing 30 days notice for public comment prior to
approval of the License amendment, the replacement of the gate seal will be delayed such that
currently scheduled activities for Refueling Outage (RF) 9, with shutdown on March 4, 2000,
will be directly impacted. Delays in replacing the seal and performing IFTS maintenance will
delay start of fuel movement, which is critical path in the outage. A schedule based on a normal
workweek indicates that NRC approval is needed by January 10, 2000. With an expedited
schedule of 12 hours per day, 6 days per week, NRC approval by January 17, 2000, would allow
for certain contingencies that could arise. With NRC approval after January 17, 2000, it would
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be necessary to work a more compressed schedule, with additional challenges in coordinating the
IFTS maintenance with new fuel movement.
The impact on the schedule for the refueling outage is further discussed below in the details of
the exigent circumstances that exist. Delays of several days could ensue due to potential
problems with the reliability of IFTS.
Unexpected Seal Failure
The gate seal life had been evaluated by EOI Engineering to be 17 years. The analysis used the
Arrhenius Methodology, which determines the qualified life of non-metallic materials. The NRC
had described this model as an acceptable means of addressing accelerated aging in NUREG
0588, "Interim Staff Position on Equipment Qualification of Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment," issued November 1979, endorsed by NRC Generic Letter 80-0 10, dated February 5,
1980. Based on the qualified life analysis, the seal for the IFTS pool gate was scheduled for
replacement just prior to Refueling Outage 10 in the Fall 2001.
An investigation of the rupture that occurred on November 24 has not conclusively determined
the root cause. Two possible causes are that (1) the gate seal was overpressurized beyond the
burst pressure, or that (2) the seal failed from aging degradation. Consultation with the seal
manufacturer indicates that seal failures are generally due to one of these two problems. Further
analysis of the ruptured seal is necessary to determine the actual failure mechanism. Plans are to
conduct such an analysis upon removal of the failed seal.
If the seal had not failed prior to RF-9, scheduled replacement of the seal prior to RF-10 would
have allowed sufficient time to submit an amendment request to the NRC to process the change
under the regular provisions of 10 CFR 50.91. While Refueling Outage 9 could proceed as
currently scheduled, without replacement of the seal, it is not prudent to do so. A delay in using
the IFTS pool gate until RF-10 has a significant impact on the reliability of the IFTS, further
detailed below. If not for the unexpected seal failure, IFTS reliability during RF-9 could be
better assured prior to plant shutdown for the scheduled refueling outage with the planned
maintenance activities.
Other Options Considered
Replacement of the gate seal by using underwater divers was considered. The rubber seal is
approximately 54 feet long. It is held in place by ten aluminum brackets and 168 bolts that are
1/4" diameter by 5/8" long. With the level of intricate work, and the size of the seal, several
divers would be needed to complete the work. Experience in replacing the upper pool gate seal
(reactor cavity gate seal) in 1997 demonstrated the intricacies involved. This activity was
performed with the gate pulled and placed horizontal and the seal fully accessible by multiple
workers.
The environment in the area of the replacement activity, if performed underwater with the gate
installed on its hinges, is not amenable to this type of activity. Not only is the water at a
temperature over 100 degrees F, but the bottom of the gate is only approximately 3 feet above the
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spent fuel racks, making accessibility to the bottom of the gate very limited. This activity is also
not consistent with industrial and radiological safety practices where other alternatives exist.
Repair of the burst area, versus full replacement, was also considered. Consultation with the seal
manufacturer provided insights into the concerns in attempting to repair the seal in place. The
seal is made of an elastomer material with a fabric reinforcement. The manufacturer advised that
any repair would have to be done in the factory with a special piece made to integrate the fabric
reinforcement material into the ruptured area of the seal. Though some repairs have been made,
these are generally to seal an area along a seam. Additionally, with the age of the seal, the
manufacturer would not recommend any attempt to repair the seal. Because of the fabric
reinforcement, it is not possible to repair an installed seal with a patch. Accordingly, any type of
repair efforts would involve removal and replacement of the seal, also requiring NRC approval of
the movement of the gate over irradiated fuel. Therefore, repair was not deemed practical.
Impact of IFTS Reliability on Refueling Outage
Redundant and diverse interlocks were incorporated into the Inclined Fuel Transfer System
(IFTS) design to prevent the upper pool from draining during fuel and equipment transfer. The
IFTS control system uses multiple redundant sensors to indicate position of the fuel carrier,
valves, and upenders. These sensors provide inputs to logic and interlocks, which control
automatic and manual sequencing. In the event of a mismatched position indication between
channels, the system logic and interlocks actuate Position Fault annunciators, stop fuel carriage
motion, and suspend the transfer sequence. To resume the transfer sequence, the Position Fault
alarm must be cleared. If the component causing the mismatch fails "low" or "off," it is
possible to select the alternate channel and proceed. If it failed "high" or "on," then the
condition must be reworked, or a temporary alteration performed, to re-start the sequence.
During each of the past two refueling outages, RBS experienced "high" or "on" failures, which
delayed fuel movement more than 24 hours, for each occurrence. During the next refueling
outage, RF-9, fuel transfer is scheduled to be an outage critical-path activity. Any delay from
mismatched position indication would have potential to delay scheduled activities and
subsequent plant startup.
The License Amendment Request supports rework of two failed valve position sensors. During
the last refueling outage, two valve position sensors failed "on." It was necessary to install a
temporary alteration to restore the system to operation. The temporary alteration replaced
failed sensor function with visual verification and administrative controls. These additional,
manual requirements produced some delay, on the order of 30 to 40 seconds per evolution,
during each transfer sequence. It is our intention to correct this condition prior to the next
refueling outage. There will be approximately 406 fuel transfer sequences in the hoist and
lower directions during the next refueling outage. Total potential impact on the outage
schedule will be approximately 4 hours. Emergent failure of a corresponding valve position
sensor in the other channel would require rework to restore the system to operation and would
delay fuel transfer 3 to 4 days.
The License Amendment Request supports rework of a degraded carriage position proximity
sensor in the lower IFTS pool. This condition caused a number of Position Fault alarms during
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the last refueling outage. Each fault delays fuel transfer approximately 30 seconds to 5
minutes, depending on the type of failure, "on" or "off." Technical Requirement 3.9.15, TLCO
3.9.15.d, allows system operation if at least one carriage position indicator at each position is
operable. Emergent failure of the corresponding carriage position sensor in the other channel
would require rework to restore the system to operation and would delay fuel transfer 3 to 4
days.
The License Amendment Request supports installation of a modification to improve proximity
sensor performance. Proximity sensor reliability is addressed in General Electric Service
Information Letter (SIL) 489 and SIL 549. The six (6) IFTS owners, worldwide, have found
that implementation of recommendations in SILs 489 and 549 are not adequate to produce
satisfactory proximity sensor reliability. Signal amplitude from the proximity sensor decreases
when water penetrates the sensor housing. The signal is disturbed by variation in spacing (gap)
between the sensor tip and target and by variation in ambient temperature. The modification
increases proximity signal amplitude, making the sensor more tolerant to water-induced
degradation and disturbances from gap and temperature variation.
The License Amendment Request supports inspection and rework to the gate valve, which
closes off the bottom end of the transfer tube. Near the end of the last refueling outage, the
valve leaked approximately 1.5 gpm from upper pools to spent fuel pool when the fuel carriage
was in the upper, reactor building, position. Fuel movement activities were suspended, as
required by procedure, while spent fuel pool level was adjusted. It is our intention to correct
this condition prior to the next refueling outage. Assuming that leak rate remains unchanged at
1.5 gpm and that the fuel carriage will be in the upper pool approximately 114 hours during the
next refueling outage, it will be necessary to adjust spent fuel pool level prior to the completion
of fuel movement. Task duration to adjust spent fuel pool level is approximately 75 minutes.
If fuel movement is suspended during spent fuel pool level adjustment, potential impact on the
outage schedule will be approximately 75 minutes. If the leak rate increases, potential impact
on outage schedule will increase. Worse case delays of several days could result.
Other Impacts on RF-9 Outage Schedule
"* Contractors are already scheduled to support an outage start date of March 4, 2000.
"* A one-week delay could result in a loss of some contractors who have committed to other
outages at the end of the time period.
"* As of December 14, 1999, from a power management standpoint, a one-week delay shifts the
lost power to the week after the current scheduled outage (i.e., April 8 - 15). This creates a
situation that causes the power reserves to be the lowest in the system for the period of
Spring plant outages. This has a greater impact on the system than if the outage begins on
schedule March 4, 2000.
"* If the amendment is not approved prior to RF-9, the scaffolding that was installed in the IFTS
pool prior to the gate seal failure would have to be removed by an underwater diver. With
approval of the amendment, the scaffolding would be used to perform IFTS preventive and
corrective maintenance, with the gate seal performing as a watertight barrier. The scaffolding
could then be removed by maintenance workers prior to refilling the IFTS pool, precluding
having to unnecessarily subject a diver to the high temperature and radiological environment.
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"

"

If RBS is unable to replace the gate seal and perform the necessary maintenance on IFTS, we
will be operating the system in a manner that contributes to distractions that could cause
operator error, as explained above. If operator errors occur, the outage could be delayed.
This is also contrary to providing operators with a safety-conscious work environment.
We will be performing fuel inspections as followup actions from RF-8, when an increased
crud level was observed on first-burned fuel bundles. The RF-9 inspections need to be
conducted as early in the outage as practical to determine if any additional actions are
necessary, associated with the increased crud issues. The outage schedule impact of these
actions will not be known until the inspections are conducted.
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ENCLOSURE 3

DETERMINATION OF NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION
Entergy Operations, Inc. (EOI) proposes to change the River Bend Station (RBS) Updated Safety
Analysis Report (USAR) to incorporate revisions to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM)
through the approval of this License Amendment Request 1999-031. The changes will allow an
exception for movement of the spent fuel pool gates, each of which which represents a load
greater than the current analyzed load, over irradiated fuel. According to the guidance in NRC
Bulletin 96-02, "Movement of Heavy Loads Over Spent Fuel, Over Fuel in the Reactor Core, or
Over Safety-Related Equipment" issued April 11, 1996, the proposed changes to the USAR and
TRM create an unreviewed safety question. In accordance with 10 CFR 50.59(c), EOI is
submitting an application for amendment of the license, pursuant to 10 CFR 50.90, to request
NRC review and approval of the proposed change.
The Commission has provided standards for determining whether an amendment involves no
significant hazards consideration, which are stated in 10 CFR 50.92(c). A proposed amendment
to an operating license involves no significant hazards consideration if operation of the facility in
accordance with the proposed amendment would not: (1) involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated; or (2) create the possibility of a
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated; or (3) involve a
significant reduction in a margin of safety. EOI has evaluated the proposed license amendment
in accordance with 10 CFR 50.91(a), and is providing its analysis of the issue of no significant
hazards consideration using the three standards in 10 CFR 50.92(c).
1. Involved a significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident
previously evaluated.
The River Bend Station (RBS) fuel building fuel storage facilities consist of three separate but
interconnected stainless steel-lined concrete pools. The spent fuel storage pool is the largest of
these pools. Adjacent to the fuel storage pool are the cask pool and the lower inclined fuel
transfer (IFTS) pool. Each of these two pools is separated from the fuel storage pool by a full
height wall broken by a watertight gate. The watertight gates are normally open, but are closed
to seal their respective pools during cask handling and equipment maintenance operations. It is
necessary to lift the gate between the spent fuel pool and the IFTS pool for seal replacement.
The total weight of the gate including the rigging equipment is 2000 pounds. This lift is
considered as a heavy load lift since it is higher than the current RBS analyzed light load limit
of 1200 pounds for movement of loads over the spent fuel pool. RBS TRM 3.9.14 prohibits
any load in excess of 1200 pounds from travel over fuel assemblies in the storage pool.
Each of the gates is designed with a pneumatic seal that, when pressurized, seals the respective
pool from the spent fuel pool, forming a watertight barrier. No provisions for moving the gates
over spent fuel were included in the licensing basis for RBS heavy loads. However, the
qualified life for the gate seals necessitates that they be replaced several times over the life of
the plant. Therefore, approval of an exception to the current prohibition for loads over the
spent fuel pool is required to allow for replacement of the gate seals.
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To perform the movement of the gate from its installed position to a position where it can be
accessed for seal replacement, an engineering plan that meets the intent of NUREG-0612,
"Control of Heavy Loads," has been developed. There are numerous design features, which
comply with NUREG-0612 guidelines, that will preclude the gate from dropping onto the spent
fuel assemblies during the movement activity. These features include the design of the lifting
devices, design of the cask and fuel bridge cranes, crane operator training, and the use of
written procedures. The guidance in NUREG-0612 will be met in all respects, except that in
lieu of a single failure-proof crane, the scheme will employ redundant and diverse means to
meet the intent of single-failure proof movements.
It is proposed for the subject spent fuel pool gate lift to use one of two rigging schemes that
comply with the intent of NUREG-0612 guidance. The first one will be accomplished through
the use of Fuel Building bridge crane and the cask crane at the same time to provide the
redundancy required to make the lift a single-failure-proof lift and satisfy NUREG-0612 single
failure-proof criteria. The other rigging scheme will involve the use of lifting lugs welded to
the overhead structural steel members and special lifting devices that are designed in
accordance with NUREG-0612 single-failure-proof criteria.
In the first rigging scheme, the fuel building bridge crane and the cask crane will be used to
perform the gate lifting and movement. The intent of NUREG-0612 is that in lieu of providing
a single-failure-proof crane system, the control of heavy loads guidelines can be satisfied by
establishing that the potential for a heavy load drop is extremely small. The gate lifting using
the fuel building bridge crane and cask crane will conform with NUREG-0612 guidelines in
that the probability of the gate drop over the spent fuel assemblies is extremely small. Both
cranes have a rated capacity of fifteen (15) tons. The maximum weight of the gate and
associated lifting devices is one (1) ton. Therefore, there is ample safety factor margin for
lifting and movements of the subject spent fuel pool gate. Special lifting devices, which have
redundancy or ultimate strength of at least 10 times the lifted load, will also be utilized during
the rigging process. Even though neither the fuel building bridge crane or the cask crane is a
single-failure-proof crane, rigging the spent fuel pool gate using these cranes will provide the
required redundancy that meets the intent of NUREG-0612 single-failure-proof criteria.
In the second rigging scheme, the initial gate lift will be performed through the use of structural
steel lugs that are permanently welded to the Fuel Building overhead structural steel girder
located over the centerlines of the wall openings for the two gates that separate the spent fuel
pool from the IFTS and the cask pools. For example, the IFTS lower pool gate will be moved
northward toward the cask pool opening using the aforementioned structural steel lugs and
lifting devices such as chains, slings, and shackles. Once the gate is through the cask pool
opening, the movement path will no longer be over irradiated spent fuel. Once through the
cask pool opening, the gate will be moved eastward toward the center of the cask pool. The
cask crane auxiliary hook will lift the gate inside the cask pool. Finally, the gate will be placed
on the Fuel Building floor elevation 113' adjacent to the cask pool for seal replacement. For
the movement of the gate between the spent fuel pool and the cask pool, the distance of the
movement is reduced because the gate movement would essentially entail lifting of the gate to
above the hinges, rotating it, and moving it through the opening directly into the cask pool.
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Though seal replacement on the cask pool gate is not necessary at the present time, it may be
necessary in the future. As such, the proposed changes would allow movement of either of the
two spent fuel pool gates for repair or seal replacement.
The proposed load lift of the fuel pool gate for replacement of the seal conforms to all of the
NUREG-0612 guidelines included in Section 5.1.5(1)(a) and 5.1.6. The design of the lifting
lugs and associated lifting devices (chains, slings, shackles, hoists, etc.) will conform to the
guidelines ofNUREG-0612, Section 5.1.6, "Single-Failure Proof Handling System." The
auxiliary hook of the cask crane has a rated capacity of 15 tons. The cask crane is not a single
failure proof crane. However, it meets NUREG-0612 criteria of Section 5.1.1(6) and is
designed for seismic loading. As discussed above, the cask crane, alone, will handle the gate
only after the gate is located inside the cask pool where drop of the gate above the spent fuel
rack is no longer a concern. The cask pool area has been evaluated for an accidental drop of the
spent fuel cask. There is no safety-related equipment inside the cask pool. The maximum
weight of the gate and associated lifting devices is 2000 pounds. Therefore, there is ample
safety factor margin for lifting the gate with the cask crane.
The probability and consequences of a seismic event are not affected by the proposed gate
lifting. The consequences of a seismic event during the gate lifting are insignificant since both
cranes, the fuel building bridge crane and the cask crane, are seismically qualified for the lifted
load. In addition, the design of all rigging devices conforms to NUREG-0612 guidelines, with
a factor of safety of 10 ultimate strength for the weight of the load.
Consistent with the defense-in-depth approach outlined in NUREG-0612, the movement will be
conducted according to load handling instructions, operator training will be conducted on the
activity prior to the movement, and the equipment will be inspected and checked before the
movement will be performed. NUREG-0612 gives guidance that when a particular heavy load
must be brought over spent fuel, alternative measures may be used. The combination of
preventative measures, as proposed, minimizes the risks inherent in hauling large loads over
spent fuel to permissible levels. With these provisions and the guidance in NUREG-0612, the
increase in probability of a load drop is negligible.
It is therefore concluded that the proposed gate lifting and movement does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.
2. Create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident
previously evaluated.
The lifting of the fuel pool gate in the spent fuel pool as described above minimizes the
possibility of a heavy load drop onto spent fuel assemblies as not credible in accordance with
NUREG-0612 single-failure-proof criteria. In addition movement of the gate in the cask pool
using the cask crane does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident. The
cask drop accident scenario in the current RBS licensing basis, since the cask crane is not a
single-failure-proof crane, envelops the accidental drop of the gate in the cask pool during
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handling by the cask crane. That is, the analyzed weight of a cask is 125 tons versus the weight
of the gate and the associated rigging of 1 ton.
It is therefore concluded that the proposed gate lifting does not create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any previously analyzed.
3. Involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
By following the guidance in NUREG-0612, the movement of the spent fuel pool gates will have
no impact on the analyses of postulated design basis events for RBS. The NRC guidance
provides an acceptable means of ensuring the appropriate level of safety and protection against
load drop accidents. Therefore, there is no reduction in the margin of safety associated with
postulated design basis events at RBS in allowing the proposed change to the RBS licensing
basis. RBS will continue to meet its commitment to comply with NUREG-0612.
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Attachment 1
Proposed
River Bend Station

Technical Requirements Manual TR 3.9.14

Updated Safety Analysis Report
Sections 9.1.2.2.2 and 9.1.2.3.3

Crane Travel - Spent and New Fuel Storage,
Transfer and Upper Containment Fuel Pools
TR 3.9.14
TR 3.9.14
Crane Travel Containment Fuel Pools

TLCO

3.9.14

APPLICABILITY:

Spent and New Fuel Storage,

Transfer and Upper

Loads in excess of 1200 pounds shall be prohibited from
travel over fuel assemblies in the spent or new fuel
storage, transfer or upper containment fuel pool racks
except for travel of fuel poo1 gates for repaiir...opr seal
replacement and all
loads shall be prohibited from travel
over irradiated fuel when water level is < 23' over the
irradiated fuel.

With fuel assemblies in the spent or new fuel storage,
transfer or upper containment fuel pools.

ACTIONS
CONDITION

REQUIRED ACTION

A.

A.l

With the requirements of
the above specification
not satisfied.

Place the crane load in
safe condition.

COMPLETION TIME

a

Immediately

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE

TSR 3.9.14.1

TSR 3.9.14.2

RIVER BEND

FREQUENCY

The fuel building crane loads shall be verified
to weigh less than or equal to 1200 pounds
x••et for travel of fuel pool gatesor rpair

Before travel over
fuel assemblies in
the spent or new

or seal replacement.

fuel storage pools
and the lower
transfer pools

The reactor building polar crane loads shall be
verified to weigh less than or equal to 1200
pounds.

Before travel over
fuel assemblies in
the upper transfer
and containment
fuel pools

TR 3.9-9

(13vii)

Revision 5

RBS USAR
Seismic Category I structures to withstand all loads and loading
combinations, as defined in Section 3.8.
Each spent fuel rack (Figs. 9.1-2 and 9.1-2a) stores 10 fuel
assemblies.
The upper tie plate of the fuel element rests
against the racks to provide lateral support.
The racks are
pinned to the rack support structure.
All racks are built with a
common mounting dimension to facilitate rack rearrangement or
replacement.
The material specifications
for the racks are
ASTM B108, alloy SG708-T61, ASTM B211, alloy 6061-T651.
The material specifications for fuel storage rack supporting
structures are ASTM B221 or B308, alloy 6061-T6, ASTM B211 or
B209, alloy 6061-T651, and ASTM A312, type 304.
The rack arrangement is designed to prevent accidental insertion
of fuel bundles between adjacent racks.
The storage rack
structure is designed so that the upper tie plate casting cannot
be lowered below the top of the upper rack.
This prevents any
tendency of the fuel bundle to jam on insertion or removal from
the rack.
The rack holddown bolt spacing is such as to maintain
minimum spacing of adjacent
racks
for geometric
reactivity
control.
The racks are designed to maintain a nominal fuel
storage cell spacing of 7 in (center to center) within a rack and
12.25 in (center to center) from rack to rack.
9.1.2.2.2

Fuel Building Fuel Storage

The location of the spent fuel storage facility within the fuel
building is shown in
Fig. 1.2-20 and 1.2-22.
The fuel building
pools consist of three separate but interconnected stainless
steel-lined concrete pools.
The spent fuel storage pool is the
largest of these pools.
Adjacent to the fuel storage pool are
the cask pool and the lower transfer pool.
Each of these two
pools is separated from the fuel storage pool by a full-height
wall broken by a watertight gate.
The watertight gates are
normally open.
These gates are closed to seal their respective
pools during cask handling and equipment maintenance operations.
The gates are designed as Seismic Category I structures to
withstand all loads and loading combinations,
as defined in
Section 3.8.
The fuel storage pool incorporates poison-type,
high-density
spent fuel racks.
Applicable material specifications for the
structural components of the racks are ASME SA-240 or SA-479 type
304
solution annealed
stainless
steel
(or equivalent ASTM
designation per NCA-1221.1).
The storage racks utilize a modular
array construction.
The arrangement of the racks is shown in
Fig. 9.1-3.

9.1-11

August 1987

RBS USAR
The design of the racks precludes accidental
insertion of
the fuel assemblies between adjacent
racks and ensures the
required spacing and mechanical support of the neutron-absorbing
material for reactivity control.
The fuel building spent fuel racks employ a fixed neutron
absorber or poison material for criticality control. Boraflex II,
manufactured by Brand Industrial
Services,
is
used.
This
material has been tested in a fuel pool-like environment to I0(110
rad and found to behave acceptably.
Alteration in physical
properties and off gassing due to irradiation and material
chemical or galvanic interaction with the rack structure have
been considered in the design of the racks.
The installation of the high density spent fuel storage racks is
accomplished in
two stages.
The first
stage includes the
installation of 30 adapter plates welded to the floor embedment
plates.
These plates serve as supports for the racks providing
both horizontal and vertical downward restraints.
The second
stage to be accomplished prior to the first
refueling outage
includes the installation of all 20 racks.
Special tools are
used for the initial
alignment of adapter plates and leveling of
racks.
After installation is complete, pool can be flooded in
preparation for storage of spent fuel assemblies.
.- >10 o->8
Spent control rod blades are stored on control rod blade storage
hangers, two to a hanger, on hooks at the 101' elevation of the
spent fuel pool.
During control blade transit, the minimum
required submergence is
maintained at no less than 6 feet 9
inches.
Once the spent control blade is resting on the hanger,
the tops of the highest spent control blades in underwater
storage are covered by a minimum of 10 feet of water.
8<-o 10*-o
o-*8A *->2
0->l

The 15-ton fuel building bridge crane is
used for the rack
installation.
Subsequent to the installation of the racks, the
crane will be utilized for transporting only light loads over
stored spent fuel, except for the transportation of fuel pool
gates.
Administrative controls exist to prevent the transport of
heavy loads other than fuel pool gates over stored spent fuel.
1-0
2*-o
8*-* 8A*-o

Revision 10

9.1-12

April 1998

RBS USAR
Since the fuel storage racks are made of noncombustible material
and are stored under water, there is no potential fire hazard.
The large water volume also protects the spent fuel storage racks
from potential pipe breaks and associated jet impingement loads.
9.1.2.3.3
1.

Protection Features of Spent Fuel Storage Facilities

The layout of the fuel handling areas around the fuel pool in
the fuel building (Fig. 1.2-20 and 1.2-22) is designed such
that the traversing of any heavy objects over stored spent
fuel is precluded.
The only heavy objects that will traverse
in the vicinity of stored spent fuel are fuel pool gates,
when required, for repair or seal replacement.
The load
handling of the pool gates will be performed in accordance
with the
intent of NUREG-0612 guidelines
for reducing
potential for an accidental load drop.
Loads associated with
movement of fuel pool gates are approximately 2000 pounds,
which accounts
for the weight of a gate plus rigging
materials.
The spent fuel cask pool and the spent fuel cask
trolley are physically outside the boundaries of the fuel
pool, with the only interconnection being a fuel transfer
slot which is sealed by a watertight gate.
Therefore, the
spent fuel cask handling crane, which passes over the cask
storage area, cannot in any way be traversed over any portion
of the fuel pool.
In addition, the spent fuel cask trolley has a fixed main
hoist, i.e., the hoist centerline is fixed between the runway
rails with no capability for traversing between the runways.
This arrangement precludes an off-center lowering of the
spent fuel cask, and a vertical cask drop cannot impinge upon
spent fuel racks.
The fixed main hoist arrangement also makes a cask drop at an
angle unlikely.
The consequences of a cask drop, at an angle
or vertically, may result in local yielding and possible
rupture of the cask pool liner.
The watertight gate which is
in the sealing position during cask transfer operations
prevents loss of water from the spent fuel pool and no damage
to the spent fuel results. No safety-related equipment is
located near the spent fuel cask pool or near the spent fuel
cask handling area.

->-8

During all cask handling operations, the watertight gate is
closed, thus restricting any water loss resulting from the
consequences of a cask drop accident and postulated damage to
the cask storage area.
*<--8

Revision 8

9.1-22

August 1996

Attachment 2
Commitment Identification Form
Commitment

One-Time
Action*

Continuing
Compliance*
X

Prior to movement of the fuel pool gates over irradiated fuel,
lifting instructions will be included in procedures.
Prior to movement of the fuel pool gates over irradiated fuel,
crane operator training will be conducted.
Prior to movement of the fuel pool gates over irradiated fuel,
equipment will be inspected and checked.
Ensure that the movement of the spent fuel pool gates meets
the intent of NUREG-0612 guidance.

*Check only one.
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